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With the lifting of lockdown mere days away, local heroes Rain or Shine Theatre emerged from their pandemic
hibernation and restated their pedigree in an entertaining and remarkably topical production of Oliver Goldsmith’s
enduring Georgian comedy She Stoops to Conquer.
Beneath a cloudless evening sky and in the delightfully rural setting of Glenfall House in Charlton Kings, the 7strong cast regaled the appreciative audience with an engaging tale of trees, mistaken identity, raucous drinking
songs and highly suspect wigs.
It’s the usual story of parents deciding whom their offspring will marry, with everyone else throwing the proverbial
spanners in the works, and the many misunderstandings that ensue. Of course, it all ends happily, but there are
more than a few bumps in the Regency road.
It was also everything I have come to expect from Rain or Shine over the years: splendid costumes, multiple roleplaying, a whiff of Monty Python (Horses? They were using coconuts!) and crystal-clear diction. Near the back of
the lawn, I heard every word.
Seasoned Anthony Young endeared as the spirited, if eternally anguished Mr. Hardcastle, who longs for the old
ways, while animated Kim Baker as his more progressive wife tries to persuade him otherwise, at one point looking
like something out of the Notting Hill Carnival. Pippa Meekings displayed considerable poise as their level-headed
daughter Kate, and Emily Morozow as her aspiring cousin Constance serenaded everyone with some exquisite
violin segues that even extended to the theme from Mission Impossible. Pacing imperiously around his minimal, but
adaptable set, Rob Keeves prompted plenty of chuckles as the ever-so-slightly foppish suitor Charles Marlow,
forever sparring with his best friend George Hastings, snappily played by James Burke who assumed a convincing
Scottish accent when doubling as Marlow’s father.
The night’s laurels, however, went to Nick Taylor as the coarse, but cunning prankster Tony Lumpkin, spreading
mischief and mayhem in an unholy mélange of Meat Loaf and your average Cossack. Idle, ignorant, but totally
indestructible, he carried the whole performance from start to finish, at one point explaining a lengthy scene
change to rousing applause, of which there was plenty at show’s end.
The long wait to enjoy live theatre again has been worth it; Rain or Shine certainly conquered tonight.
Rain or Shine are on tour with She Stoops to Conquer until 5th September. For details of performances, please visit
www.rainorshine.co.uk.

